Initiative:

Ambassador –

Major Objective.

Lead Person:
Completion Date for Major Objective:

Instructions:
1. List tasks in sequential order.
2. Do you need another Objective completed in order to start this one?
3. If “Yes”, which Objective?

Implementation Steps:
Tasks: Due Date: Assigned To:
Initiative:

Ambassador –

Major Objective.

Lead Person:
Completion Date for Major Objective:

Instructions:
  1. List tasks in sequential order.
  2. Do you need another Objective completed in order to start this one?
  3. If “Yes”, which Objective?

Implementation Steps:
Tasks: Due Date: Assigned To:
Initiative:

Ambassador –

Major Objective.

Lead Person:

Completion Date for Major Objective:

Instructions:
1. List tasks in sequential order.
2. Do you need another Objective completed in order to start this one?
3. If “Yes”, which Objective?

Implementation Steps:

Tasks:          Due Date:          Assigned To:
Initiative:

Ambassador –

Major Objective.

Lead Person:

Completion Date for Major Objective:

Instructions:
1. List tasks in sequential order.
2. Do you need another Objective completed in order to start this one?
3. If “Yes”, which Objective?

Implementation Steps:

| Tasks: | Due Date: | Assigned To: |
Initiative:

Ambassador –

Major Objective.

Lead Person:
Completion Date for Major Objective:

Instructions:
4. List tasks in sequential order.
5. Do you need another Objective completed in order to start this one?
6. If “Yes”, which Objective?

Implementation Steps:
Tasks:        Due Date:         Assigned To: